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How Cisco Digital Network Architecture will 
transform network security 

Even as the market for security grows every year, the fact is that organizations are increasingly realizing that there 
is no silver bullet when it comes to security. A security strategy that depends only on prevention will be a failed 
strategy and simply depending on logs alone will be akin to bolting the stable after the horse is gone.  
 
In 2015 alone, the world witnessed headline-making cyberattacks against enterprises and governments, with 
companies such as Anthem, T-Mobile, the US Office of Personnel Management and the US Internal Revenue 
Service falling victim to cyberattacks. As per the Cisco 2016 Annual Security Report, instances of highly lucrative 
ransom-ware attacks like the Angler exploit and the notorious SSHPsychos Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attack botnet caused hundreds of millions of dollars in losses to enterprises and individual users. Among the 
scariest was an attack on Ukraine’s power grid which brought electricity supply down to its knees.  
 
The period over 2014-15 also witnessed a doubling of DDoS attacks against Indian companies, with 77 percent of 
them being from the media, software and technology sector (State of The Internet Security Report, 2015). There 
was also a 92 percent hike in the number of attacks against domain network servers.  
 
Indian businesses understand that dealing with cyber threats has to be an intrinsic part of their risk management 
strategy. Government-led legal and regulatory policies are slow when it comes to addressing these risks, which 
places the burden squarely on the shoulders of business leaders. In fact, The Companies Act of 2013 states that 
directors of Indian companies now bear even more cyber obligations, such as cyber law due diligence, cyber 
security due diligence, e-discovery compliances and cyber forensics. There is now a direct legal responsibility on 
company executives to insure against their techno-legal liability.  
 
In addition to these issues, the global nature of the internet poses a special obstacle since legal measures to enact 
and establish security protocols across countries haven’t been formalized. Issues of state sponsored cyber 
terrorism, international corporate espionage and the targeting of critical infrastructure via networks has also 
become an urgent concern. Indeed, a national security strategy without a cybersecurity policy is a half-baked 
national security strategy. The risks are no longer just faced by corporations but by whole nations, since network 
technologies expose public services such as the electrical grid and telephone exchanges to cyber threats.  
 
The challenge has also magnified since trends show that as usage of cloud, mobile and Industry Control Systems 
and now Internet of things (IoT) increases across technology vectors, the attack surface becomes larger. Every 
component of the network is now vulnerable to attack since it is an entry point for malicious actors. Given the broad 
range of an organization’s network - which includes supply chain, contractors, customers, partners, employees and 
operations backbone - the avenues for attacks are found to be more prominent within the network than without. In 
India, the Global State of Information Security Survey 2016 demonstrated how business leaders are eager to find 
innovative solutions to these issues. Businesses need proactive and accelerating products that can mitigate 
developing threats - so that instead of waiting for the alarm bells to go off, the threat can be intercepted and dealt 
with before any serious damage is caused.  
 
According to the Cisco 2016 Annual Security Report, India is only second to the US when it comes to the maturity 
levels of security infrastructure. The report shows that Indian investments in security are happening constantly with 
the adoption of the latest technology. There are numerous technology trends that seek to address this problem but 
the centerpiece for security concerns is simply automation. The degree of proactive intervention necessary is only 
possible through intelligent automation of security protocols that provide a 360 degree view of the network 
architecture, while having access to the deepest levels of the network. Complex and expanding networks used by 
enterprises can no longer rely on just using the right firewall and malware protection but need to fundamentally 
change how security is enabled.  
 
Cisco’s Digital Network Architecture approach recognizes the ubiquitous nature of the network and enables 
security from within the system. Since Cisco DNA is designed to be an open and extensible software-driven 
solution which leverages Software-defined Networking products, it is more adaptable to existing network 
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infrastructure. This allows for controller based automation, with deep contextual analysis, network function 
virtualization and hardware integration, which makes the “network” a guardian and defender of the enterprise. This 
“sense and enforce” characteristic ensures that security is managed in a dynamic and automated manner. 
 
This method of automation is rooted in Cisco’s hardware just as much as in its software offerings. Cisco has 
ensured that most of its routers, switches and wireless systems are pre-configured directly at the manufacturing 
stage or ready for software updates when they’re deployed by any enterprise. This dual channel integration 
towards security allows for malware protection measures to be reinforced at the speed of the network itself.  
 
By joining Cisco hardware with the Cisco’s SDN scheme called Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI), the security 
coverage extends throughout the threat spectrum, remaining engaged prior, during and after an attack. This SDN 
architecture gives transparency throughout the system, monitoring unknown devices on the network while tracking 
irregular traffic patterns and unusual network behavior. Utilizing this approach, security professionals can rely on 
the network to act as a security sensor - the first line of defence against all threats.  
 
By observing system variables via Cisco IOS Netflow, the network doesn’t wait to respond to threats but is 
constantly proactive in its security actions. The counterpoint to the sensor features of this system is the ability to 
equip the network with Cisco TrustSec as well, which rapidly reacts to contain security breaches. The TrustSec 
protocol enforces network segmentation and user access control to isolate, contain and eradicate the threats as 
they’re detected. This protocol shields the rest of the network assets when an attacker gains access to one 
segment of the network.  
 
Networks also react faster in their security responses by implementing cutting-edge automation features within 
Cisco’s Application Policy Infrastructure Controller Enterprise Module. This feature avoids the lengthy mitigation 
rollout and network remediation cycles and gets directly to addressing the threat. This approach saves managers 
valuable time, weeks and months, by accelerating the mitigation process in real time thanks to automation 
technology.  
 
For Cisco, network security is a fundamental feature built into its Digital Network Architecture approach so that 
enterprises can rest easy. The Cisco DNA approach not only advances the security quotient of any enterprise but 
also saves valuable resources in the long run, keeping operation expenses low and returns on investment high. 


